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Job title Director, Sanctions Policy  

Reporting To Managing Director, Economic Crime  

 
About UK Finance 

 

UK Finance is the collective voice for the banking and finance industry. 
Representing more than 250 firms across the industry, we act to enhance 
competitiveness, support customers and facilitate innovation.  
 
UK Finance works extensively with industry and government of a full range of financial 
crime matters including anti-money laundering, counter-terrorist financing, anti-corruption, 
counter fraud and sanctions. At the centre of this work is our well-established ‘sanctions 
panel’ comprising UK, European and international banks. This panel works extensively on 
mechanisms to improve the effectiveness of sanctions compliance and undertakes 
significant engagement with EU and US counterparts.  
 
At an international level, we work closely with the United Nations, the EU and UK 
Government officials on a range of sanctions implementation matters, such as: the impact 
of the US withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), US specific 
sanctions on Russia, humanitarian issues, global counter terrorism matters and mitigating 
the risk of North Korean sanctions evasion. UK Finance further provides expert input into a 
number of international groupings and currently chairs the European Banking Federation 
Sanctions Expert Group.  Additionally, we have been working closely on the introduction of 
the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act (SAML) to ensure Government is equipped 

to implement its foreign policy and national security priorities following Brexit.  

 
Our purpose  
 
To champion a thriving banking and finance industry, acting always in the best interests of 
consumers, businesses and wider society. 
 
Our values  
 
Integrity:  We act transparently and ethically for the good of our members as well as 

their customers and wider society. We seek to enhance trust in the banking 
and finance industry. 

Excellence:  We lead from the front as a beacon of quality, inspiration and best practice. 
Leadership:  We are proactive and innovative in helping to shape tomorrow’s banking 

and finance landscape 
 
Job Purpose 

 
The Director, Sanctions will be responsible for delivering and further developing the 
Sanctions membership offering for UK Finance.  This will involve building on the existing 
successful Sanctions portfolio, and engaging directly with members, government officials 
and international sanctions experts.   
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This position provides a unique opportunity for an experienced Sanctions professional to 
expand and deepen an already successful programme, bringing to bear expertise on 
current topics and regimes.  There could be further scope for the individual to broaden the 
role over time, for example to include increased international engagement, or expand the 
existing Bribery & Corruption and/or AML agenda. 
 
Key Responsibilities 

 

Key responsibilities of the Director, Sanctions, include the following:  
 

• As part of the wider Economic Crime member offering, to lead, develop and manage 
the UK Finance sanctions programme and strategic engagement on wider international 
financial crime issues in order to enhance member value and drive revenue. 

• Thought leadership:  
o Lead global thought leadership on the latest Sanctions events, with a particular 

focus on Iran, Russia, Venezuela, Turkey and Brexit, and upcoming 2020 
events.  

• Convening power: 
o Convene and coordinate (as secretariat) the UK Finance bi-monthly sanction 

panel, ensuring smooth running of panel meetings that cover the full range of 
sanctions regime matters.  The UK Finance Sanctions panel has historically 
attracted senior experienced Sanctions experts, so convening power is an 
important perquisite. 

o Convene at the most senior level, strategic groups of UK Finance members and 
related external international stakeholders with aligned interests across the 
breadth of sanctions enforcement, regulatory and risk considerations. 

• Work in close cooperation with the sanction panel Chairs to set out key priorities and 
responses to emerging sanction related political and regulatory developments. 

• Ensure Sanctions panel outputs are clearly communicated with key stakeholders and 
build upon opportunities for engagement with UK Parliamentarians plus UK, EU and US 
officials. 

• Provide cutting edge leadership for UK Finance policy work on the application of 
sanctions post Brexit, including inputting into parliamentary activity, preparation of 
policy updates and work with key officials and wider stakeholders. 

• Work with panel members and other members of the Economic Crime Team to produce 
Thought Leadership papers and White Papers, for example on Improving Sanctions 
Screening Effectiveness and related roundtables on sanctions screening 
benchmarking, opportunities for reprioritisation and innovation in economic crime risk 
management, sharing best practices, understanding regulatory expectations and 
looking at the impact of emerging technology (i.e. artificial intelligence, block-chain etc). 

• Work closely with UK Finance colleagues to support member sanctions events on 
sanctions and wider international economic crime issues, an external webinar 
programme and industry training. Oversee a series of UK Finance and Associate 
Member blogs on certain topics. 

• Lead on UK Finance priorities for international economic crime engagement, including 
on more effective prioritisation and use of emerging technology. Work closely with the 
Financial Crime Committee and key partners such as HM Treasury and the Wolfsburg 
Group to influence the agenda and deliver concrete progress at EU, FATF and other 
relevant international levels. 
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• Key panel chair and speaker at conferences and international events to represent UK 
Finance members on sanctions and international financial crime topics. 

• UK Finance representative at the European Banking Federation Sanctions Expert 
Group and AML & Financial Crime Committee meetings (each three times a year), the 
FATF Private Sector Consultative Forum (annual) and other national and international 
panels and bodies as appropriate 

• Chair the International Banking Federation’s Financial Crime Working Group (quarterly 
including hosting the annual all-day meeting), to develop consistent global industry 
positions and help influence the agenda at FATF and EU level. 

• Work closely and collaboratively with other members of the Economic Crime team, 
notably on AML and Bribery & Corruption, on cross-cutting sanctions topics and the 
international economic crime agenda in general, including anti-money laundering and 
counter-terrorist financing where relevant. Other cross-cutting sanctions topics of 
interest include proliferation, humanitarian charities and remittances to high risk 
jurisdictions, and human rights sanctions. illicit financial flows impacting upon the UK. 
Support wider Economic Crime team advocacy at EU level, including on moves towards 
an AML Regulation and cross-border information sharing on fraud and in-bound 
international threats. 
 

Skills and Competencies 
 

As a minimum requirement candidates must have obtained a 2.1 Bachelor’s degree or 
equivalent in international relations, international politics, international security or a related 
or relevant field.  
 

Skills and competencies 
 
In order to be considered for this role, it is essential that the candidate is able to demonstrate 
the following:  
 

• Previous deep experience in Sanctions policy work, with experience in financial crime, 
anti-money laundering, anti-bribery & corruption a bonus. 

• Strong network of international sanctions experts, including EU and US. 

• Strong ethos of teamworking and collaboration.   

• Excellent written and oral communication skills. 

• Experience chairing panels and committees 

• Ability to engage at Board level and C-suite. 
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